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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 4, 5 M. Henkel and R. A. Weston considered the functions
2 2` ` ’sin 2¨ m q n .mq n
S ¨ s y1 .  .  2 2’m q nms1 ns0
and
2 2` ` ’cos 2¨ m q n .mq n
C ¨ s y1 . .  .  2 2’m q nms1 ns0
By numerical experiments they were led to conjecture
¨ p 5
< <S ¨ s y if ¨ - and C " s 0. .  /’2 42
w xThe first published solution by J. Boersma and P. J. DeDoelder 1
confirms the first conjecture and disproves the second one numerically.
Their proof has been criticized by several authors, since it ignores all
w xquestions of convergence. In 2 , D. Borwein and J. M. Borwein proved
convergence in the Abel]Poisson sense. Concerning pointwise conver-
gence they wrote: ``The problem of determining whether or not the series
 .  .for S ¨ or C ¨ actually converge involves deep number theoretic ques-
w xtions which we cannot answer.'' Later, N. Ortner and P. Wagner 6 gave a
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complete solution of the problem in the distributional sense. As an open
 .  .problem they conjectured that the series representing S ¨ and C ¨
 .converge in the sense of spherical summation pointwise in the set
p 2 2’R " 2k q 1 q 2k q 1 k , k g Z . 1 .  .  .1 2 1 2 52
w . 2Our aim is to prove this conjecture. More generally, let t g 0, ` , u g R ,
and define for x G 1
’y1r2 2p i t nE x [ r n n e , .  .t , u u
1FnFx
 : < < 2  :.where ., . denotes the standard scalar product and u s u, u
r n [ e2p iu , k: . . u
2kgZ
2< <k sn
 .  . For ¨ G 0 the partial sums of S ¨ and C ¨ in the sense of spherical
. y1  .2summation are the imaginary and real part of 4 E x .¨ rp . , 1r2, 1r2.
w . 2 U  .THEOREM. For t g 0, ` and u g R denote by r t the number ofu
2 < < 2integral solutions k g Z of k q u s t.
 . q 2i If t ) 0 there exists a function G: R = R ª C, which is continu-
 . q 2 U  . 24ous in T [ t, u g R = R ¬ r t s 0 and u f Z , such thatu
U ’p i r4 y1r4 1r4 y1r2 2p i t x y1r6E x s 2 e t r t x y d it e q G t , u q O x . .  .  .  .t , u u u
Here d s 1 if u g Z2 and d s 0 if u f Z2. The estimate is uniform inu u
e¨ery compact subset of T.
 . 2ii If t s 0 there exists a function g : R ª C, which is continuous in
R2 _Z2, such that
E x s d 2p x1r2 q g u q O xy1r6 . .  .  .0, u u
The estimate is uniform in e¨ery compact subset of R2 _Z2.
’` y1r2 2p i t n .COROLLARY. The series  r n n e con¨erges if and only ifns1 u
2 U  . 2u f Z and r t s 0. For fixed u f Z the con¨ergence is uniform in e¨eryu
  . U  . 4compact subset of t g 0, ` ¬ r t s 0 . For t ) 0 the same statement isu
true for the real and imaginary part of the series.
Remark. The Corollary proves the conjecture of N. Ortner and P.
Wagner. Moreover, since the convergence is uniform in every compact
subset of T , the function G coincides with the distributional limit deter-
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w x  .mined in 6 ; for instance if ¨ is an element of the set 1 , then
y1r22¨ 2 2 2S ¨ s y q 2 sgn ¨ ¨ y 2k q 1 y 2k q 1 , .  .  .  . 1 2 / /2 pk , k1 2
 .2where the summation is over all integers k , k G 0 with 2k q 1 q1 2 1
 .2  . .22k q 1 - 2rp ¨ . Note that the right hand side is a finite sum. The2
 .  w x.analogous expression for C ¨ is not as simple cf. 1, 6 .
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
The special case u s 0, t ) 0 of the Theorem is proved in chapter X of
w xA. Walfisz 7 . We use a similar argument to deal with the general
situation. It depends heavily on the following number theoretic result of
w xE. Landau 3 . Consider the weighted lattice rest
P x [ r n y d p x , .  .u u u
0FnFx
 .then for x G 1 with an absolute O-constant
P x s O x1r3 . 2 .  .  .u
Moreover, Landau proved that the integral mean of P can be representedu
by an absolutely convergent series
x x
U y1 ’P j dj s r n n J 2p nx . 3 .  .  . .H u u 2p0 n)0
q U  .Here summation is over all n g R such that r n / 0, and J denotesu 2
the usual Bessel function. It satisfies
1r22 5
y3r2J x s cos x y p q b x x x ) 0 4 .  .  .  .2  /  /p x 4
` w .with a C -function b which is bounded on every interval x , ` , x ) 0.0 0
Let us consider the case t G t ) 0 first. In the course of the proof we0
q 2 will introduce functions G : R = R ª C, 1 F i F 6; all of them are ati
.least continuous in T. Furthermore, the constants implicit in the O-nota-
tion will depend on u and t . The dependence on u comes from the0
frequently used fact that for real a ) 1
U ya < <y2 ar n n s k q u - `. 5 .  . u
2n)0 kgZ
< <kqu )0
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Note that the sum is uniformly bounded on every compact subset U ;
2 2 < <2R _Z since inf inf k q u ) 0. To simplify notation setugU k g Z
y1r2 2p i h’g h [ h e .
and
E x [ ty1r2E x s r n g tn . .  .  .  .t , u u
1FnFx
We write the sum as a Stieltjes integral and use integration by parts
x x
E x s g ty d r n s g ty d d p y q P y .  .  .  .  . .H Hu u u /
1y 1y0FnFy
x x
Xs d p g ty dy q g tx P x y g t P 1 y t g ty P y dy. .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Hu u u u
1 1
’ ’y1 2p i t x 2p i t .The first term is elementary and equal to yd it e ye . Sinceu
 .  y1r2 y1r6.2 the second term is O t x . In the last term integration by parts
is used once more
x x 1X X Xt g ty P y dy s tg tx P j dj y tg t P j dj .  .  .  .  .  .H H Hu u u
1 0 0
x y
Y2y t g ty P j dj dy. .  .H H u
1 0
 .  .  .From 3 , 4 , and 5 we infer
x
3r4P j dj s O x . .  .H u
0
X .  y1 .Since tg tx s O x for t G t ) 0, we collectively obtain0
’y1 2p i t x y1r2 y1r6 y1r4E x s yd it e q G t , u q I x q O t x q O x , .  .  .  .  .u 1
where




Y2I x [ t g ty P j dj dy. .  .  .H H u
1 0
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 .  .To analyze I x the absolutely convergent series representation 3 is
 .used. Together with 4 it yields
x
YUy1 2 y1 ’I x s p t r n n yg ty J 2p ny dy .  .  .  . Hu 2
1n)0
x 5
YUy2 2 y5r4 3r4 ’s p t r n n y g ty cos 2p ny y p dy .  . Hu  /41n)0
x
YUy3r2 y5r2 2 y7r4 1r4 ’q 2 p t r n n y g ty b 2p ny dy. 6 .  .  . . Hu
1n)0
In the first sum of the right hand side we extract the leading term of
Y Y 2 y3r2 2p i h y2’ .  .  .  .  .g ty . By writing g h s yp h e qg h with g h s O h1 1
we obtain
x 5
U1r2 y5r4 y3r4 2p i t y’ ’I x s yt r n n y e cos 2p ny y p dy .  . Hu  /41n)0
` `
Uy2 2 y5r4q p t r n n y . H Hu  /1 xn)0
=
5
3r4 ’y g ty cos 2p ny y p dy .1  /4
` `
Uy3r2 y5r2 2 y7r4q 2 p t r n n y . H Hu  /1 xn)0
= Y1r4 ’y g ty b 2p ny dy. .  .
 .  .  .y2 .To estimate the integrals over x, ` we use the bounds g ty s O ty ,1
Y y3r2 .  . .  .  . w .’g ty s O ty , and b 2p ny s O 1 for y g x, ` . Setting
` 5
Uy2 2 y5r4 3r4 ’G t , u [ p t r n n y g ty cos 2p ny y p dy , .  .  . H2 u 1  /41n)0
`




U1r2 y5r4 y3r4 2p i t y’ ’I x s yt r n n y e cos 2p ny y p dy .  . Hu  /41n)0
q G t , u q G t , u q O xy1r4 q O t1r2 xy1r4 . 7 .  .  .  .  .2 3
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 . i x yi x.Next use cos x s 1r2 e q e and write
x 5
y3r4 2p i t y’ ’y e cos 2p ny y p dyH  /41
y5p i r4 5p i r4’ ’ ’ ’s e H t q n , x q e H t y n , x , 8 . .  .
where
x1
y3r4 2p ia y’H a , x [ y e dy. . H2 1
For real a the function H satisfies
2 x1r4 y 1 if a s 0 .
H a , x s . y1 y1r2 < <h a q O a x if a / 0, .  .
with
`y1r2 y1y1r2 2p isgn a .h< < < <h a [ a h e dh s O a . .  .H
< <a
< <  .’To prove this, use the substitution h s a y in the definition of H a , x
and apply the following estimate to the real and imaginary part of H and
h. For 0 - a F b and u g R the second mean value theorem yields
b y1r2h sin 2ph q u dh .H
a
j by1r2 y1r2s a sin 2ph q u dh q b sin 2ph q u dh .  .H H
a j
s O ay1r2 . .
 .  .  .  y1r2 .The contribution of the first term in 8 to 7 is G t, u q O x with4
Uy5p i r4 1r2 y5r4 ’ ’G t , u [ ye t r n n h t q n , .  .  .4 u
n)0
and the contribution of the second term is
U5p i r4 1r2 y5r4 ’ ’ye t r n n H t y n , x .  . u
n)0
s ye5p i r4 ty3r4 rU t H 0, x y e5p i r4 t1r2 rU n .  .  .u u
n)0
n/t
= y1y5r4 y1r2’ ’ ’ ’< <n h t y n q O x t y n .  . .
s y2 e5p i r4 ty3r4 rU t x1r4 q G t , u q O G t , u xy1r2 .  .  . .u 5 6
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with









U5p i r4 y3r4 1r4I x s y2 e t r t x q G t , u .  .  .u i
is2
q O G t , u xy1r2 q O t1r2 xy1r4 .  . .6
and
5
U ’p i r4 y3r4 1r4 y1 2p i t xE x s 2 e t r t x y d it e q G t , u .  .  .u u i
is1
q O G t , u xy1r2 q O ty1r2 xy1r6 q O t1r2 xy1r4 . .  .  . .6
We show that G is uniformly bounded on every compact subset K of T.6 ’ . < < < <  .To do this set R t, u [ inf t y k q u . For t, u g K the infimumk g Z
 .can be viewed as a minimum over a finite set depending only on K . It
 .follows that R is continuous in K and that e [ min R t, u ) 0. t, u.g K
 . U  .Here we used the fact that R t, u ) 0 if and only if r t s 0. Withu
 .t [ max t we conclude for t, u g K1  t, u.g K
y5r2 y11r2 ’< < < < < <G t , u F t k q u t y k q u . 6 1
2kgZ
1r2 y1 < <y5r2F t e max k q u .1
 .t , u gK 2kgZ
 .The right hand side is bounded by 5 . Similarly one proves that the
functions G , 2 F i F 5, are continuous in T as limits of absolutely andi
.uniformly convergent series . This completes the proof of the Theorem in
 .the case t ) 0. The case t s 0 is much easier. Partial integration and 2
immediately yield
x
y1r2 y1r2E x s r n n s y d d p y q P y .  .  . . H0, u u u u
1y1FnFx
x1
1r2 y1r2 y3r2s d 2p x y 1 q x P x y P 1 q y P y dy .  .  .  .Hu u u u2 1
s d 2p x1r2 q g u q O xy1r6 .  .u
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with
`1
y3r2g u s y2pd y P 1 q y P y dy. .  .  .Hu u u2 1
 .Note that by 2 the integral is absolutely convergent. To see that it defines
a function which is continuous in R2 _Z2 use once more integration by
 .  .parts and the series expansion 3 together with 5 .
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